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L3
Functions of Neuronal
Networks in the
Hippocampus and
Neocortex in Memory
Edmund T. Rolls

I. Functions of the Primate
Hippocampus in Memory
It is known that damage to certain regions of the temporal lobe in humans
produces anterograde amnesia evident as a maior deficit following the
damage in learning to recognize new stimuli (Scoville and Milner, 195?
Milner, 1972; Squire,1986.; this volume, Chapter 12). The anterograde
amnesia has been attributed to damage to the hippocampus, which is
within the temporal lobe, and to its associated pathways such as the
fornix (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Milner, 1972; Gaffan, 1974, 19771, but
this has been questioned, and instead it has been suggested that damage
to both the hippocampus and the amygdala is crucial in producing anlerograde amnesia, in that combined but not separate damage to the
lrippocampus and amygdala produced severe difficulty with visual and
tactual recognition tasks in the monkey (Mishkin, 1978,1989,1982; Murray and Mishkin, 1984, 1985). In investigations of the particular aspects
of memory for which the hippocampus may be essential, it has been
shown that monkeys with damage to the hippocampo-fornical system
have a learning deficit on memory tasks that require them to make associations between a stimulus-for example, a picture-and a spatial
motor response such as touching one part of a screen {Gaffan, 1985;
Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987), and are also impaired on memory tasks tlrat
require combinations of stimulus attributes with their locations in space
to be processed together, such as memory not only for which obiect was
shown but where it was shown (Gaffan and Saunders, 1985). Further,
humans with right temporal-lobe damage are also inrpaired in conditional
spatiirl response and object-place memory tasks (Petrides, 1985; Smitlr
arrcl

Milner,

1981).

I
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campus in memory, rhe activity df i510 single hippocampal neurons was
recorrled in rhesus monkeys leaming and performing these memory tasks
known to be impaired by damage to the hippocampus or fornix (Rolls
et al.,1989; Miyashita et nl.,1989; Cahusac et al.,19891.
In an object-place memory task in which the monkey had to remember not only which obiect lrad been seen in lhe previous 7-lS trials
but also the position in which it had appeared on a video nronitor, neurons wene found lhat responded differentially depending on which place
on the monitor screen objects were shown (Rolls et al., l9$9l. These neurons comprised9.4% of the population recorded. It is notable that these
neurons responded to particular positions in space (whereas "place" cells
in the rat respond when the rat is in a particular place; O Keefe, 1983).
In addition, 2.4% oI neurons responded more to a stimulus the first time
it was shown in a particular position than the second time. These neurons
thus responded to a combination of information about the stimulus being
shown and about position in space, for only by. responding to a com-

bination of this information could the neurons respond only when a
stimulus was shown for the first time in a certain position in space.
In tasks in which the monkeys had to acquire associations between
visual stimuli and spatial responses, l4.2Vo of the neu(xls responded
to particular combinations of stimuli arrd responses (Miyashila et nl.,
1989). For example, in a task in which the monkey had to perform one
response (touching a screen three times) when one visual stimulus was
shown, but had to perform a withholdint response lor 3 sec to obtain
reward when a different stimulrrs was shown (Gaffan, lgflll, 9.2% o(
lhe neurons responded to one of the stimuli if it was linked to one of
the responses in this task. The same neurons typically did not respond
if the same stimuli or the same responses were used in different tasks,
or if olher stimuli were associated with the same responses in this task.
Thus these neurons responded to a combination of a particular stimulus
with a particular spatial motor response (Miyashita et al.,19ffi!..
It was possible to study the activity of 41 hippocampal neurons
while the monkeys learned new associations between visual slimuli and
spatial respon$es. In some cases it was possible to show that the activity
of these neurons became modified during this learning (Cahusac el al.,
19ffi, 19$)r. Interestingly, 33Vo oI the neurons that altered their responses
during this learning showed a sustained differential respons€, but 67%
of the neurons differentiated between the stimuli only at or iust before
the monkey leamed tlre task, and stopped differentiating after 5-10 more
trials. This is consistent with the possibility discussed below that tlrc
neurons that show large sustained differential resprnses inhibit the other
neurons that show lransient modification, so that as a result of cornpetition not all neurons are allocated to one stirnulus-s1-ratial responsc
association.
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rcsp()nses relatecl to certain types of memory. One type of memory involves complex coniunctions of environmental information-for example,
when information about position in space (perhaps reflecting information

fronr the parietal cortex) must be mernorized in conjunction with what
that rlbject is (perhaps reflecting information from the temporal lobe visual areas), so tlrat where a particular object was seen in space can be
remembered. The hippocampus is ideally placed anatomically for detecting such corriunctions, in that it receives highly processed information
from assrxiation areas such as the parietal cortex (conveying information
about position in space), the inferior temporal visual cortex (conveying
a visual specification of an object), and the superior temporal cortex
(corrveying an auditory specification of a stimulus) (Van [{oesen, 1982)
(see l;ig. 5). The positions of stimuli in space may be represented by the
firing of hippocampal neurons as described above so that coniunctions
of, for example, obiects and their position can be formed. It is also suggested that one netrrophysiological mechanism by which "place" cells
in tlre rat (see O'Keefe, 1983) may be formed is by conjunction learning
of sets of simultaneously occurring stimuli in different parts of space,
each set of which defines a place.

Lac{lar
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Il. Computational Theory of
the Hippocampus
A possible theoretical basis for lhese results, and in particular how the
lrippr^-arnpus may perform tlre coniunction or combination learning iust
described, is now considered.
A schematic diagram of the connections of the hippocampus is
slrown in l;ig. l. One feature is that there is a sequence of stages, in
cach of which there is a maior set of input axons that connect via a form
of nratrix with the output neurons of that stage. The type of computation
tlrat could be performed by one of these stages is considered first.
'l'he perforant patlr connections with the dentate granule cells may
bc taken as an exanlple. A version of this represented as a sirnplified
rrratrix is slrown irr Fig. 2. Although the perforant path nrakes one set
of syrmPses with lhe orrtput neurons in a form of matrix, the matrix is
clearly very different from an association matrix memory, in that in the
lripJxrrrrrp'l systern there is no unconditioned stimulus that forces the
output neurons to fire (see llolls, 1987). Nor is tlrere for each output cell
a cliurbing fiber that acts as a teacher as in the cerebellum (see lto, 1984;
see Chapters 9 and l0 in this volume). In the hippocampal circuit there
is aprparcntly no teacher-that is, tlris appears to be an example of an
rri'rsrrPelvi5gcl lt'arning systern. Tlre following describes one mode of opt'ralion t:i,
it ncts'ork. 1.":1.:, ProPl'yti1'5 of thc hiPPo('n111p,rs tlrat
:,::^t,
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Figure
(a) Representali<m sf connectior$

l.

within the hipgrarnpus. Inputs reach

the hipp<xanrpus thnrugh the perforant path (l), which makes synapses
with lhe dendrites o{ lhe denlale grarrulc cclls and also with tlt apkal
dcndriles of the CA3 pyranridal cc'lls. l'hc dcntate granulc ctlls projscl yi1
the mossy fibers (2) to lhe CA3 pyramidal cells. I'hc well-dt'vekrycd
recurre.rl collateral systcm of lhc CA3 cclls is indicaled. Tlrc CA3
pyranridal cells proicct via the Schaffcr collatcrals (3) to the. CAI pyranriclal
cells, which in lurn havc corurcr.lions (4) lo the sult't'ulunr. (tr) Sclrcnratk
represenlation of the connc.ctierrrs o[ tlrc hipgrarnpus, showing, also lhal
lhe cerebral corlex (neocorlex) is connrrctc'd to lht lripprxanltr,r" nlo ,,,..
parahipgrampal gyrus arrd enlrrhinal cortcx, antl thal the hipprrcanrpus
praiecls back to lhe netxortex via the subiculurn, enkxhinal corlex, alid
parahipprrampal gyrus.
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stimuli

t
resp;nsesFigure 2.

A matrix for competitive learning in which the input stimuli are presented
along thc rows of the input axons (a,), whkh meke modifiable synapseg
(s,.) with the dendrites of the output neurons, which form the columns
(d.) of the matrix.

Consider a malrix memory of the form shown

in Fig. 2 in which

the strengths of the synapses between horizontal axons and the vertical
clcrrdrites are initially random (postulnte 1). Because of these random initial

synaptic weights, different input patterns on the horizontal axons will

tend to activale different output neurons (in this case, granule cells).
The tendency for each pattern to select or activate different neurons can
then be enhanced by providing mutual inhibition between the output
neurons, lo prevent too many neurons responding to that stimulus (postulnte 2). This competitive interaction can be viewed as enhancing the
differences in the firing rates of the output cells [cf. the contrast enhancemerrt described by Grossberg (1982)1. Synaptic modification then
occurs according to the rules of long-term potentiation in the hippocampus, namely, that synapses between active afferent axons and strongly
activated postsynaptic neurons increase in strength (see McNaughton,
1983; Levy, 1985; Kelso et nl., 1986; Wigstrom et al., 1986; see Chapter
14 of lhis volume) (lnstulnle 3). The effect of this modification is that the
next time the same stimulus is repeated, lhe neuron responds more (because of the strengthened synapses), more inhibition of other neurons
(rccurs, and then further modification to produce even greater selectivity
is produced. The response of the system thus climbs over repeated iterations. One effect of this observed in simulations is that a few neurons
then obtain such strong synaptic weights that almost any stimulus that
has any input to that neuron will succeed in activating it. The solution
to this is to limit the total synaptic weight that each output (postsynaptic)
rreuron can reccive. In sinrulations tlris is performed by normalizing the
srrnr of tlre synaprtic weights on each neuron to a constant (e.g., 1.0) (cf.
vtrn cler Malsburg, 1973; Rumelhart and Zipser,1986). This has the effect
'
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A simulation of the operation of such a malrix is shown in Fig. 3.
It is shown that the network effectively selects different output neuKlns
lo respond to different combinations of active input horizontal lines. lt
thus performs a type of classification in which different complex input
patterns are encoded economically onto a few output lines. lt should be
noted that this classification finds natural clusters in the input evenls;
orthogonalizes the classes in that overlap in input events can become
coded onto output neurons with less overlap, and in that many active
input lines may be coded onto few active output lines; and does not
allocate neurons to events that never ocrur (cf. Marc, lgIO, lg7l; Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986; Grossberg, 1982). It may be noted that there is
no special correspondence between the input pattern and which output
lines are selected. It is thus not uscful for any associative mapping between an input and an output event, and is thus difterent from linear
associative matrix memories (Rolls, 1987). Instead, this type of matrix
finds associations or correlations between input events (which are expressed as sets of sirnultaneously active horizontal input lines or axons),
allocates output neurons to re{lect the complex event, and slores ttre
required association between the input lines onto the few output neurons
activated by each complex input event.
There is some evidence that in the hippocampus the synapses between inactive axons and active output neurons become weaker (see
McNaughton, 1983; Levy, 1985). The effect of this in the learning systenr
described would h to facilitate accurate and rapid classification, in that
weakening synapses onto a postsynaptic neuron from axons lhat are not
active when it is strongly activated would reduce the probability that it
will respond to a stimulus that must be placed into a different class. lt
is also of interest that (;uslrrfate 0 it is not physiologically unreasonable
that the total synaptic strength onto a postsynaptic neuron is sonrewlrat
fixed (Levy and Desmond, 1985).
Another feature of hippocampal circuitry is the nrossy-fiber systc,nr,
which connects the granule cells of the dentate gyrus to the CA3 pyramidal cells of the hippocampus. Each mossy fiber forms approximatery
10 "mosses," in which there are dendrites of perlraps five different CA3
pyramidal cells. Thus each dentate granule cell may contact approximately 50 CA3 pyramidal cells (in the mouse; see Braitenberg and Schuz,
1983). In the rat, each rnossy fiber forms approximately 14 ',mosses" or
contacls with cA3 cells, there are I x lt' dentate granule cells and thus
14 x lff mosses onto 0.18 x lO't CA3 cells (D. Amaral, personal communication), and thus each CA3 pyramidal cell may be contacted by
approximately 78 dentate granule cells. This means that (in the rat) tlre
probability that a cA3 cell is contacted by a given dentate granult cell
is 78 synapses/l0o granule cells : 0.0m078. 'l'lrese nrossy-fiber synapscs
are very large, presrrmably hecausc lvitlr strclr a relalivr'|1'snrall nrrnrl,,'r-
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petition between the CA3 neurons, the patterns that occur are evenly
distributed over different ensembles of cA3 neurons. This pailern separation effect can be seen in Fig. 4. (lt may be noted thal even if competition does not operate in this system to increase orthogonality, then
the low probability of connections iust described would neverrlreless
mean that the hippocampus could operate to produce relatively orthogonal representations. )
It is notable that in addition to the mossy fiber inputs, the CA3
pyramidal cells also receive inputs directly from perforint path fibers
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One effect that can be achieved by this low probability of contact
of a particular dentate granule cell with a particutar pyramidal cell is
pattern separation. This is achieved in the following way. Consider a
pattem of firing present over a set of dentate granule cells. The prubability

active dentate granule cells. Thus each pyramidal cell effectively sarnptes
a very small subset of the active granule cells, and it is tlrerefore likcly
that each cA3 pyramidal cell will respond differently to tlrc otlrers, so
that in this way pattern separalion is acl'rieved. [r'he effect is sinrilar to
codon formation described in other contexts by Marr (1t70).1 witlr nrrxlifiability of the mossy-fiber synapses, cA3 neurons learn to respontr to
just those subsets of activity that do occur in dentate granule cells. Moreover, because of the low probability of contact, and because of the com-
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of the dentate granule cells is very low (because of the low probability
of contact of any one dentate granule cell with a pyramidal cell), so thit
each cA3 pyramidal cell is influenced by a very different subset of trre
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that any two CA3 pyramidal cells receive synapses from a simllar subset
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Figure 3.

Simulalion of learnin6 in a competitive malrix memory. The architecture is
as shown in Fig. 2, except that lhere are 6'4 horizontal axons and 64
verlical dcndrites, which form lhe row and columns, respectively, of the
64 x 64 matrix of synapses. The slrentlh of each synapse, which was
initially randonr, is indicated by the darkness of each pixel. The activily of
each of llrc 64 input axons is represerrted in the 64-element vector at the
k'fl of lhr'rli;rqrirnr br, lhc rlarkrrcss of ca<-h nirr'l Tlre orrlrrrrl firirrr' rrf llrr.

vertkal neurons io represented in lhe sanre way by the oulput vccters al
the bottom of the diagram. The upper output vcct()r is the result of
rnultiplying the input stimulus thnrugh lhe matrix of synaptk weights.
The vector resulting lrom the application of comp€titbn belweren lhe
oulpul ncurons (wbich pnducrs c(nlrasl cnhanccmcnl bclwcc.n lhe
elemenls or neun)ns of lhe veclor) is shown below by the vcctor labeled
"after filter." The slate o{ the matrix is shown after 2OJ cycles, in each of
which slimuli wilh E of 64 active axons was prcsentcd and lhc matrix
allowed to learn as derribed in the text. The stimuli were presente.d in
random s€quence, and consisted of a set of vectors thal overlapped in 0,
1,2,3, 4,5, or 5 positions with lhe nexl veclor in lhe set. The cotunrrrs of
the malrix were sorted alter lhe learnin6 to brin6 similar columns
together, so that the fypes of .reuron formed, and the pattern o{ synapses
{ormed on lheir deftlrites, can be seen easily. The dendrites wilh randonr
pallcrns of synapses have not been allratcd to any ol thc input stimuli. ll
is shown that application of one of the input slimuli (overlap fout A)
prtxluced one pallern o{ firing of the output neurons, and that applicatitn
of input stimulus ovt'rlap ftrur B produced a different paucrn of iiilng of
thc outptrt ncllrons. Tlrrrs tht stinruli rverc corrtctly classifierl bv tlrc
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(see Figs. 1 and 2). This is not a sparse proiection, in that each pyramidal
cell may receive on the order of 2300 such synapses. [This is calculated
using the evidence that of l5 mm of total dendritic length with 10,0fl)
spines, approximately 3.5 mm (range 2.54.5 mm) is in the lacurursum
moleculare and thus receives inputs from the perforant path (D. G.
Amaral, pefinnal communicalion).1what would be the eff€ct of this input
logether with the very sparse, but strong, synapses from the mos$y fibers? one effect is that the mossy-fiber input would cause lhe pattern
of synapses (considered as a vector) on each pyramidal cell to pnint in
a different direction in a multidimensional space. However, the precise
direction in that multidimensional space could not be well speciiied by
the relatively small numhr of mossy-fiber synapses onto eaih CA3 pyramidal cell. However, once pointed to that part of space by the mossy

fibers, a particular cell would show cooperative Hebbian harning between

its activation by the mossy input and the direct perforant path input,
allowing the direct input to ome by leaming to specify the exact directitur
of that cell in multidimensional space much more effectively than by the
coarse mossy-fiber input alone. This effect can be seen in Fig. 4. The
relative weighting in this simulation was that the mossy-fiber input had
an effect on each neuron that was five times greater than thal of the
direct perforant path input. Thus it is suggested that the combination
of the sparee mossy-fiber input and the direct perforant path input is to
achieve pattern separation, and at the same time to allow the response
of the neuron to be determined not just by the sparse mossy-fiber input,
but much more finely by making use in addition of the direct perforant
path input.
An additional feature of the hippocampus, which is developed in
the cA3 pyramidal cells in particutar, is the presence of strong recurrent
collalerals, which retum from the output of the matrix to crois over the
neurons of the matrix, as shown in Figs. I and 2. This anatomy immediately suggests that this is an autoasscciation rnalrix. The effect of
such recurrent collaterals is to make that part of the matrix into an autoassociation (or autocorrelation) matrix. The autoassociation arises because the output of the matrix, expressed as the firing rate of the CA3

I

Figurc l.
Hippocampal stimulation. Conventions as in Fig. 3. The dentate gyrus is
shown as a competition malrix at the left, receiving inpul slimuli Jrom the
perlorant path. The vertical dendriles of the CA3 pyramidal cells extend
throughout lhe three submatrices shown in the middle. The middle
submalrix receivcs lhe output o{ lhe dentate granule cells via the mossy
fibcrs wilh potcntially porverful synapses and a low conlact probability,
and operales as a compelition matrix. Pattern separalion can be seen lo
oferale, in thal input \rclors are converted inlo output veclors with many

and in lhat different oulput v€ctori are produced for even guile cimihr
input vectors. The upper CA3 submalrir op€rates as a competitlon matrix
with a direct perforanl path input. The lower CA3 submatrix oper.tes ag
an autoasso€iation matrix {formed by lhe recurrent collaterals). Tlre output
of the CA3 cells (summed vertically up and down the dendrite) is then
used as the input (via the Schaffer collaterals) to the CAI cells, wtrich
opente as a competition matrix. The states ol the malrices aller 2000
presenlalions of the same st't of stinruli used Jor Fig. 3 are shown. One
Point demonslraled is llrat lwo very similar stinruli, overlap six A in Fig.
4a, and ovcrlap six ll in Fill. 4h, pro<lrrcc ()ltltlrl \,{'.lr)rc rl ('Al tlrrt rr,.
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pyramidal cells, is fed back along the horizontally running axons so that
tlre pattern of activity in this part of the matrix (the CA3 pyramidal cells)
is associated with itself (see, e.g., Kohonen et al.,l98l; Rolls, 1987a). lt
can be noted here that for this suggestion to be the case, the synapses
of the recurrent collaterals would have to be modifiable, and the modification rule would require alteration of synaptic strength when both
the presynaptic fiber and the postsynaptic dendrite were strongly activated. Further, the probability of contact of the neurons in the autoassociation malrix must not be very low if it is to operate usefully (see
Marr, 1971). Given that the region of the CA3 cell dendrites on which
tlre rccrrrrent collatcrals synapse is long (approximately ll.5 mm), and
tlrat tlre total dendritic length is approximately 15 mm and has approximately 10,000 spines (D. G. Amaral, personal communication), approximately 7700 synapses per CA3 pyramidal cell could be devoted to
recurrent collaterals, which with 180,000 CA3 neurons in the rat makes
the probability of contact between the CA3 neurons 0.043. This is high
enough for the system to operate usefully as an autoassociation memory
(see Marr, 1971). It is remarkable that the contact probability is so high,
and also that the CA3 recurrent collateral axons travel so widely in all
directions that they can potentially come close to almost all other CA3
neurons (D. G. Amaral, personal communication).
The importance of the autoassociation performed by this part of
the matrix is that it forms a recognition memory, with all the advantageous emergent properties of a matrix memory, such as completion,
generalization, and graceful degradation (see Kohonen et al.,1977,l9El;
Kohonen, 1984; Rolls, 1987). One property that is particularly relevant
here is completion, in that if part of a stimulus (or event) occurs, then
the autoassociation part of the matrix completes that event. Completion
may operate particularly effectively here, because it operates after the
granule-cell stage, which will reduce the proportion of neurons firing
to represent an input evenl to a low number partly because of the low
probability of contact of the granule cells with the CA3 pyramidal cells.
It is under these conditions that the simple autocorrelation effect can
reconslruct the whole of one pattern without interference, which would
arise if too high a proportion of the input neurons was active. lt is of
interest that a scheme of this type, although expressed in a different
way to the autoassociation matrix formulation, was proposed by Marr
in 1971. Another effect of the autoassociation matrix is that patterns of
activity that are not similar to those already learned by this type of recognition memory are lost, so that noisy patterns can be cleaned up by
the autoassociation matrix. It is further notable that these completion
and cleaning-up processes benefit from several iterations (repeated cycles)
of the autoassociation feedback effect. lt has been suggested by B.
McNaughton (personal communication, 1987) that one function of hip;,r;
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dlced by the recurrent collaterals to cycle for several iterations (in a preriod

of approximately 50 msec), and then to stop, so that lhe syslem can
operate again with maximal sensitivity to new inputs received on tlre

mo$sy fiber and perforant path systems by the CA3 cells.
The CAI pyramidal cells that receive from the CA3 cells are considered to form a further stage of competitive learning, which has the
effect of further classification of signals received, perhaps enablcd by
the pattern of connections within the hippocampus to form these classifications over inputs received from any part of the association neocorlex.
The firing of the CAI cells would thus achieve a nruch more economical
and orthogonal classification of signals than that present in the prrforarrt
path input to the hippocampus. These signals are lhen returned to lhe
association neocortex via the subiculum, entorhinal corlex, and parahippocampal gyrus, as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. lt is suggested below
that one role that these economical (in terms of the number of activated

fibers) and relatively orthogonal signals play in neocortical function is
to guide information storage or consolidation in the neocortex.
It may be noted that multilayer networks (such as the hippocampus)
can potentially solve classes of problems that cannot be sdved in principle
by single-layer nets (Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986). I'his is because subcategories formed in an early stage of processing can enable a later stage
to find solutions or categories that are not linearly separable in the input

information space.
Having considered the computational theory of how the lrippocampal circuitry may function, we can now turn to a eyslems-level analysis, in which the inputs and outputs of the hippocampus ar€ considered,
and the function performed by the hippocampus in relation to overall
brain function can be formulated.

III. Systems-Level Theory of
Hippocampal Function
First the anatomical conneclions of the primate lrippocampus with the
will be considered, in order to provide a basis for con-

rest of the brain

sidering how the computational ability of the hippocampus could be
used by the rest of the brain.
The hippocampus receives inputs by two main routes, the entorhinal cortex and the fimbria/fornix. The entorhinal cortex (area 28) provides it with extensive inputs from the neocortex (see Fig. 5). Thus all
temporal neocortical areas proiect to area 35, the perirhinal cortex, or to
area TF-TH, in the parahippocampal gyrus, which in turn proiects to
the entorhinal cortex (Van Hoesen and Pandya, l975a,b; Van Hoesen,
1982; Amaral,1987). Tlre parietalcortex (area 7) proiects to arca l'l; l-ll
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Connections of the primate n,o#"ti|"t" with the n€ocortex (from van
Hcsen, 1982). A medial view of the macaque brain is shown below, and a
laleral view is shown inverted above. The hippocampus receives its inputs
via the parahippocampal gyrus, areas TF end Ttl, and the entorhinal
corter, area 28. The relurn proiections lo lhe neocoilex (shown on lhe
right) pass lhrough lhe same areas. Cortical areas 19, 20. and 2l ere vicual
associalion areas,22 is auditory associalion corlex, T is parietal agsocialion
cortex, and 9, 46, 12, end 13 are frontal cortical essociation areac.

cortex, areas 12 and 13, proiects directly to the entorhinal cortex (Van
f-fnesen et ol., 19751. In addition, the entorhinal cortex receives inputs
from the amygdala. The entorhinal cortex itself projects via the perforant
patlr to reach primarily the dentate granule cells of the hippocampus
proper. Thus by these routes the hippocampus receives information after
it has been highly processed through the temporal, parietal, and frontal
cortices. lt must thus be of great importance for hippocampal function

in the primate that by its main input, the perforant path, it
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cortex, which in turn has conneclions back to area TF-TH, which in lurn
proiects back to the neocortical areas from which it receives inputs (van
Hoesen, 1982) (see Figs. 5 and l). Thus the hippocampus can potentially
influence the neocortical regions from which it receives inputs. This is
the pathway suggested as being involved in guiding memory storage in
the neocortex. A second efferent proiection of the hippocampal sy-tem
reaches the subiculum from the cAl pyramidal cells, and travels via the

,l
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information from the highest parts of the neocortex. There are also inputs
to the hippocampus via the fimbria/fornix from the cholinergic cells of
the medial septum and the adjoining limb of the diagonal band of Broca.
The hippocampus also receives a noradrenergic input from the locus
coeruleus, and a S-hydroxytryptamine (s-HT) input from the median
raphe nucleus.
A maior output of the hippocampus arises from the hippocampal
rtt,ramidal cells, ant'l nroiects hack via lhe srrhicrrlrrrl to the errtorhirral

fimbria and (postcommissural) fornix to the anterior thalamus, and to
the mammillary bodies, which in turn project to the anterior tharamus.
The anterior thalamus in turn projects into the cingulate cortex, which
itself has connections to the supplementary motor cortex, providing a
potential route for the hippocampus to influence motor output (Vin
Hoesen, 1982). It is suggested that functions of the hippocampus in, for
example, conditional spatial response learning utilize this output path
to the motor system.
The connections of the hippocampus with other parts of the brain,
and the internal connections and synaptic modifiability described above,
suggest that the hippocampus should.be able to detect, and classify onto
a few specifically responding neurons, specific coniunctions of comprex
(co_rtically processed) events, such as tlrat a particular obiect (presumably
rellecting temporal lobe visual processing) has appeared in i particular
rltiol in^ space (presumably reflecting parietal inpul). Another exampte
might be that a particular stimulus should be associated with a particrilar
spatial motor response. lt has been shown above that this is the type of
quite specific information that comes to activate different hippocampal
neurons while monkeys are performing object-place memory-and conditional spatial response learning tasks. Indeed, the neurophysiological
findings described above provide evidence that supports ltri modet or
lippocampal function just described. The model is'also supg)rted by
the evidence that during learning of conditional spatial respirns.s sor,re
hippocampal neurons slart, but then stop, showing differeniiat resfrunses
to the different stimuli, consistent with competitive interactions between
hippocampal neurons during learning, so that only some hippocanrpal
neurons become allocated to any one learned event or contin8ency (see
above).

The analyses above have shown that the hippccampus receives
from high-order areas of association cortex; is able by virtue of the large
number of synapses on its dendrites to delect coniunctions of events
even when these are widely separated in infornration space, with their
origin from quite different cortical areas; allocates neurons to code efficiently for these conjunctions probably using a competitive learning
mechanism; and has connections back to the necortical areas fronr which
it receives, as well as to subcortical structures via the fimbria/fornix system. What could be achieved by this system? lt apPgnls that tlre lorrlglrr-rrr
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